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Abstract
Whereas broad launch of public e-services ensures
equal and homogenous treatment of citizens, citizen
diversity is often set aside. By means of a literature study
we describe how research has addressed diversity in the
field of eGovernment. we analyzed the papers according
to the following codes: group; application domain; unit
of analysis; and technology in use or design. Results
showed that the most common application domain was
e-services with access and use as the most common units
of analysis. The most frequently researched groups are
based on classical socio-demographic variables such as
economy, education and age. Also, the majority of
papers discussed services in use. We conclude by
suggesting
that
future
research
focuses
underrepresented user groups; adds further granularity
to the classical sociodemographic variables; identifies
groups within groups; targets policies and policy
implementation; and changes focus from use to
development. We also call for conceptual clarity of the
concept ‘diversity’.

1. Introduction
In the name of digitalization, our society is seeing a
rapid and broad launch of public e-services to citizens.
This includes not only digitalization of processes or the
use of computers as a support for decisions, but also an
increasing use of computers as actual decision-makers.
Today, almost on a daily basis, one can read about
public authorities implementing Artificial Intelligence
(AI) in their daily routines. According to one newspaper
article, the Swedish Social Insurance Agency
implements AI in order to make the processing of cases
more democratic: “Artificial intelligence will guide case
workers to the right decision. In order to be legally
consistent all over the country we will need more
assistance from computers. AI will help with the
ground-work so that it will be as equal as possible” [1].
The use of information systems in public sector is today
positioned on the border between computer-based case
handling, rule-based autonomous expert systems to
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fully-fledged self-learning AI- systems. In the near
future AI capabilities are expected to reinforce human
capability and evolve from toady’s rule-based systems
to supervised machine learning and in the end to
unsupervised and self-aware learning systems [2]. In a
public sector increasingly using automated decisionmaking and AI-solutions for its interactions with
citizens it is important to consider citizen diversity in the
design of these systems. Whereas new technological
advances can support equal and homogenous treatment
of citizens different needs, based on the diversity of
citizens, are still often set aside or ignored.
In a society where alternatives to digital services are
rapidly decreasing, we need to ensure that not only the
majority of ‘normal’ users can access and use these
services, but that all citizens of our society can do so.
We need to make sure that research in eGovernment
supports practice by addressing these issues in a clear
and innovative manner.
In acknowledging the importance of diversity in the
development of public e-services, this study aims to
describe the focus of eGovernment research when
diversity among citizens is addressed. We are looking at
a broad range of diversity issues so as to enhance our
understanding of how diversity is being addressed, or
not, in eGovernment research. More specifically, we are
interested in investigating which user groups are
discussed in research in relation to diversity, which type
of services, or applications, that are focused, which
factors (e.g., political deliberation or use of e-services)
that are targeted and when, in the systems development
lifecycle, the study is conducted, i.e., in the design of the
services/applications or when they are being used by
citizens.
Based on this description we intend to propose
needs for future research in order to move the field
forward and contribute to a true ‘design-for-all’-policy
in public sector e-service delivery.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
elaborates on the notion of diversity. Thereafter the
method for the literature study is described. The results
of the literature study are then presented, followed by a
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discussion of the findings. The paper then concludes
with a suggested agenda for future research.

2. Citizen diversity
There is not a unified definition of citizen diversity
in the field of eGovernment, but some examples of how
it has been used will be presented below. Citizen
diversity has been often been defined in broad terms
such as different perspectives that result in cultural
groups having behavioral differences as well as identity
differences in relation to other groups [3] or it is defined
by e.g., ethnicity, gender and age “which are legally
protected from discrimination” [4: p.214]. Whereas the
Robinson’s [4] delimitation to groups that are legally
protected from discrimination is appealing by its
straightforwardness, it excludes groups that are not yet
defined by law and the definition will also vary
depending on which country citizen diversity is being
discussed. Larkey’s [3] more open definition leaves too
much room for interpretation of what a ‘cultural group’
is (or – what is culture?). In eGovernment research, the
concept is applied in many different ways with varying
degrees of problematization of its meaning and its
implication for practice.
Research on diversity in public sector often
concerns how managers can work with different
diversity policies [5]. Research and practice concerning
the management of equal opportunities in public sector
refer to this work as “managing diversity” [6]. When
diversity is discussed in relation to citizens’ Internet use
and access the most common concepts used are ‘digital
divide’, ‘digital inclusion’ or ‘digital exclusion’. These
digital divides are often described in relation to other
social inequalities [7] focusing gender, age, education
[8] or country diversity [9]. The challenging situation
for people with disabilities is often discussed [10] and
societal aging is also a re-occurring theme [11]. Another
theme is the role of public libraries have for providing
essential services ‘for all’ [12]. In this field of research
we also find many calls for public policies [13] and
warnings not to parallel inclusion with adaptation [14].
Finally, there are a few calls for more norm-critical
perspectives in research in public sector [e.g., 15].

3. Method
The purpose of this literature review is to explore
and map relevant research concerning citizen diversity
in eGovernment research. We do so by following
Webster and Watson’s [16] strategy for how to conduct
literature reviews in Information Systems (IS) research.
1

Literature reviews are critical to strengthening the IS
field and are useful as a ground for theory development,
uncovering areas where more research is needed, and
synthesize areas where a plethora of research already
exists [16].

3.1. Selection of paper
In the study, papers were searched for in the Digital
Government Reference Library (DGRL) version 15.51.
The reference library contains references to 12,546
peer-reviewed academic papers in the areas of digital
government, digital governance, and digital democracy.
The library covers the period from 1981 and consists of
entries from core eGovernment journals and
conferences, as well as relevant publications from other
journals, many of which are in the IS field. The library
thus covers the vast majority of research relevant to the
eGovernment field.
To search the reference library, we used the
reference management software EndNote. In order to
cover as many relevant papers as possible we first did a
thorough search in order to find the right key words (i.e.,
how do people label their research on diversity in
eGovernment?). For this we selected a few top journals
dedicated to eGovernment (e.g., GIQ, EJEG, IJEGR)
and selected ten papers relevant to our topic from each
journal and wrote down all keywords used in these
papers. We stopped our search for keywords when the
same keywords kept re-appearing in the papers.
Keywords used were diversity, inclusion, exclusion,
digital divide, equality, inequality and discrimination.
We set the timeframe for investigation from 2004 to the
end of 2019, thus capturing the past 16 years of research
in the field.
The initial search resulted in 658 papers. All 658
papers were investigated further to see if they were
relevant for the study. This was done by dividing the
papers between the authors and where each author
independently looked at the title of the paper and read
the abstract. This resulted in 74 papers that were found
relevant. The 74 papers were chosen by including only
papers that were related to our aim by focusing on
diversity of citizens in relation to eGovernment. Thus,
papers that did not deal with diversity and citizens, or
only mentioned one or more of the keywords in passing
were excluded. The large group of discarded papers
dealt with issues such as diversity in internal
workgroups,
biodiversity,
inter-governmental
cooperation, diversity in theories on eGovernment and
varieties in technologies used for e-services. The 74
papers were then further scrutinized by all authors who
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this
time
also
read
the
findings
and
discussion/conclusion in the papers. We were not able
to find the full-text versions of 4 papers and some
additional papers were excluded since they did not deal
with diversity in the way we have defined it. The authors
were in agreement on the selection of the papers and
after the final scrutiny we ended up with 55 papers for
the analysis.

3.2. Analysis of the papers
During the analysis we coded the papers based on
four variables. The selection of categories for reviewing
the papers was based on Grönlund and Andersson’s [17]
method for assessing the nature of eGovernment
research. Whereas this method consists of a vast number
of categories to investigate, we chose those who were
closest to our aim - e.g., “target group” was seen as
relevant given our aim to capture citizen-groups
whereas a category concerning “rigor” in method could
be discarded since our aim was not assess the quality of
these papers but rather the focus of them. The variables
were:
•
•

•

•

Diversity groups - i.e., which citizen groups are
focused in the papers, e.g., people with
disabilities, gender, or elderly citizens.
Application domain – i.e., type of
eGovernment services/applications that are
focused, e.g., use of e-services or participation
in political deliberations.
Unit of analysis – i.e., factors that are being
analyzed in relation to diversity, e.g., access to
information, access to services or software
design aspects.
Diversity in use or design – i.e., when in the
software lifecycle, are the diversity aspects
focused, e.g., when the citizens use the services
or when the software/services are designed and
developed.

We started the coding by randomly selecting five
papers for emergent coding [18] where two of the
authors independently coded the same papers. After this
the result of the coding was compared for consistency in
the coding. For two of the variables we found
discrepancies between the coding. Those variables were
discussed until a consensus was made on how to code
them. The rest of the papers were divided between two
of the authors and coded independently.
For the analysis of the papers we used conventional
content analysis [19] where the new categories for our
selected variables were derived from the text in the
papers. The categories were, hence, based on the content

being analyzed rather than based on any predefined
variables. Several of the papers were, however, coded as
belonging to two or more categories. Hence, the total
numbers in the results sometimes are greater than the
total number of papers being analyzed (55). For
example, several papers focused on two or more user
groups - e.g., people with disabilities and digitally
excluded citizens -and those papers were categorized as
both. After the initial coding, we revisited the codes
again to see if some codes needed to be merged or split.
For example, for the variable unit of analysis we had the
codes “design experiences” and “design challenges” and
these were later merged into “design for diversity”.

4. Result
In the results we present the findings based on the
four variables: application domain; unit of analysis;
diversity groups; and in use or design. For each of the
categories we exemplify the findings with papers
included in the literature review.

4.1. Application domain
The most common application domain is to study
diversity aspects in relation to use and design of public
e-services (23 papers). The second most common
domain is general use of IS, e.g., ‘surfing/browsing’,
accessing private websites, use of word formatting
software, use of e-mail (16 papers) followed by political
participation (12 papers). Table 1 summarizes the
applications domains found in the review.
Table 1. Summary of application domain
E-services
23
General use of IS

16

Political participation

12

Policy discussions

7

Use in research

1

Design of IS

1

Studies that focus on e-services do so from a variety
of perspectives, e.g., gender inequality in use of
government websites [20], hearing-impaired ability to
access emergency services [21] or access to e-services
via library services [22]. What is common (with some
exceptions) for studies on e-services is that they look at
a wide variety of factors, such as age, gender,
educational background etc., affecting the use of the
services, and they often do so by a statistical analysis of
the factors. Studies on diversity and e-services usually
present two types of results: 1) a model or framework to
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explain the use of the services for different user groups,
e.g., a performance assessment model [23] or an
extended TAM model [24], or 2) conclusions about
different socio-demographic/economic variables’ effect
on the use [e.g., 20, 25].
The second most common application domain is
papers that do not look at any specific service or
platform. The studies rather look at the use of IS in
general. Such studies include reviews of
inclusion/exclusion [14, 26], IT skills and digital divide,
or more general use of Internet such as accessing
banking sites or shopping and browsing for information
[10, 13].
Eleven papers focused different aspects of online
political participation and deliberation. These papers
fall into the e-democracy domain which can be defined
as “[…] the use of information and communication
technologies to engage citizens, support the democratic
decision-making
processes
and
strengthen
representative democracy. […]” [27: p.2]. Different
aspects of political participation are targeted in the
papers, for example, citizens inclusion in political
decisions (smart cities) [28] or how to facilitate the
inclusion of youths in public debates [29]. Commonly,
the papers stress the importance of designing services
and platforms for all citizens, or that there is a risk that
citizens will be excluded from political processes and
have their human rights violated [30].
Policy discussions and implications were a focus in
seven papers. In these papers, policies were often
discussed in combination with another application
domain such as use of e-services [22] or discrimination
of people with disabilities in on-line political
participation [31]. However, two papers argue for the
importance of citizen engagement and participatory
methods in policy making when designing e-services
[32, 33].
Finally, one paper was categorized as use in
research since it focuses on methods for conducting
eGovernment research related to social ageing [11].

4.2. Unit of analysis
The most common unit of analysis in the reviewed
papers is access and use of public e-services (23 papers).
The second most common unit of analysis is papers that
focus on how to design services, or platforms, for
diverse user groups (11 papers). In addition, we found 5
other categories ranging from access to technology to
papers that focus the quality of arguments in the public
sphere. Three papers were difficult to categorize since
focus was not spelled out, but we labelled them as
‘Government interference and control’, eGovernment
digital divide and research models. Table 2 summarizes
the findings.

Table 2. Summary of unit of analysis.
Access and use of services
23
Design for diversity

11

Participation and deliberation

6

Digital literacy

4

Access and use of Internet

3

Argumentation

2

Social interaction

1

Government interference and control

1

eGovernment digital divide

1

Research models

1

Papers that focus access and use of e-services
usually look at how digitally excluded groups can access
and use e-services. The reasons for the digital exclusion
can range from user groups with low digital literacy, to
individuals with disabilities (e.g., the hearing-impaired)
that make it difficult for them to use the services. For
example, in a study by Ferri and Favalli [10] EU
policies and rules were examined related to digital
literacy and the authors argued that the Internet “has the
potential to foster social inclusion of people with
disabilities” (p.1), but that “the situation for people with
disabilities remains challenging in terms of access to
new technologies, and in particular websites and other
online services” (p.14). Other studies come to similar
results [e.g., 34, 35]. Another common type of study is
to look at different socio-demographic/economic factors
and how they relate to use of e-services. For example,
[20] looks at the demand and use of Korean government
websites and concludes that there is no persistent gender
divide, but family characteristics is a determinant for
demand and that there is a divide in access and use of
eGovernment services based on the users’ education and
occupation.
Eleven papers analyze different design and develop
issues related to services and platforms for diverse user
groups. Often, the end-users are not involved in the
design of public services and the users’ needs are
therefore sometimes guessed rather than analyzed [36].
This may of course cause problems since public services
need to be inclusive and the end-users can be diverse
with different abilities and preconditions. As a way to
“fix” the gap between developers and end-users,
researchers call for participatory approaches in the
design and development of these services [e.g., 37, 38,
39]. For example, responding to the need to include endusers in the design process, [37] develops a “G2C eService
Co-design
Framework”
where
the
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“operationalized design process provides an actionable
approach that can be used to design digital services in a
governmental context” (p. 2546) including citizens as a
stakeholder.
Papers focusing on participation and deliberation
either look at how citizens of diverse user groups can be
involved in public, or political, participation and
deliberations [e.g., 29], or they look at
sociodemographic factors and how they affect users’
participation [e.g., 8]. In addition to the above
mentioned categories of unit of analyses we also found
papers where the unit of analysis was on argumentation
in public debates [e.g., 9], papers focusing digital
literacy [e.g., 26], social interaction [e.g., 40] and access
and use of Internet [e.g., 41].

4.3 Diversity groups
The most common groups to study are based on
socio-demographic variables such as gender, age,
income, education level, ethnicity (23 papers). 16 papers
discuss diversity but do not specify any particular group
of people. The single group most commonly mentioned
is people with disabilities (8 papers) followed by the
elderly (3 papers). 8 papers talk about the ‘digitally
excluded’, 2 papers specifically discuss gender, 1 paper
addresses migrants, another one addresses cultural
factors and a final paper specifically targets the youth.
Table 3 summarizes the applications domains found in
the review.
Table 3. Summary of the groups focused on in
the papers.
Various socio-economic variables
23

governmental services to a lesser degree [42]. The many
papers that do not specify any particular citizen group
typically discuss how to design life-events for
‘everybody’ [43] and the papers referring to the digitally
excluded can discuss how public libraries make access
to e-services possible for ‘the excluded’ [12]. The
disabled are usually researched based on accessibility
factors such as whether websites and other online
services are accessible and whether new legislation is
needed [10]. The elderly are often discussed in relation
to them having disabilities or them belonging to an
economically disadvantaged group [44]. One study
pointed out that there is a lack of eGovernment research
on societal aging [11]. The two papers that specifically
discussed gender found that gender, as in being a man
or a woman, did not affect access to and use of
eGovernment services [e.g., 20]. The one paper that
addressed migrants found that Chinese migrant worker
lacked motivation, intellectual capacity, and social
support to access e-services [45]. The paper that
addressed cultural factors showed that cultural attitudes,
i.e. moral beliefs regarding social interaction, explained
the use of social Internet use [40] and the paper
addressing young people showed that youth affected
engagement in e-participation positively [29].

4.4 Diversity in technology use or design
Table 4 below summarizes where in the IS lifecycle
diversity is studied in the papers. As seen in the figure,
the majority of the papers (40) looks at diversity aspects
when different government services, platforms etc., are
being used. 16 papers focus on diversity aspects when
services are being designed and developed. One paper
looks at diversity when conducting eGovernment
research.

Non-specific

16

People with disabilities

8

The digitally excluded

8

The elderly

3

Table 4. Summary of when diversity is being
studied in the paper.
In use
43

Gender diversity

3

In design

16

Migrants and immigrants

1

In research

1

Cultural factors

1

The youth

1

The studies that use classical socio-demographic
variables such as gender, age, income, education level
and ethnicity are the most frequent and some of these
studies are published every year during our time of
investigation (from 2004 to 2019). These studies
investigate e.g., how gender, age, education and
ethnicity affect participation in public discussion [8] or
how those who have a lower socioeconomic status use

The papers that focus on diversity aspects in the use
of IS, analyze diversity in a variety of different areas.
For example, [22] and [12] study the role of public
libraries in providing access- and assistance to digital
services for the digitally excluded. Both studies come to
similar conclusions regarding the libraries’ ability to
provide “broadband, digital literacy skills, and facilitate
access to economic, learning, health, and civic
engagement opportunities” [12: p.95] to user groups that
are digitally excluded.
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Another, more common, type of study on the use of
IS in public sector is to focus different sociodemographic or socio-economic factors and how they
affect citizens’ use of services. For example, [14] study
different socio-economic factors’ influence on use of
services and conclude that “technology should adapt to
different user profiles and not the other way around”
[14: p.167].
While the results of the studies can vary depending
on application area, and type of user group included in
the study, most studies come to similar conclusions that
different personal characteristics (such as age,
disabilities or education level) can impact the citizens’
ability to access and use essential public services.
Studies on diversity aspects in the design and
development of public services have many different
themes. For example, [46] focuses the design of services
for major tourist events, and [28] study citizens’
participation in the development of smart cities. A
common theme in the papers that focus on design is that
many of them advocate participatory approaches where
the users are included in the design- and development
process. To exemplify, [39] argues that engagement of
citizens in design of services has several benefits. The
potential benefits include more personalized services, a
wider choice of innovative ideas, better quality of life
by tackling the most important issues and lowering the
costs by focusing on issues that users see value in.
Finally, one paper was categorized as focusing on
diversity aspects in research. The paper [11] focuses on
potential theories, models and concepts in eGovernment
research related to societal aging.

access and use (23 papers) and design for diversity (11
papers). The vast majority of the papers (40 papers)
discussed services in use whereas only 16 papers were
forward-looking by (also) discussing future
developments of services.

5.1 An agenda for future research
This study set out to describe how diversity among
citizens is addressed in eGovernment research. Our
results showed that the most common application
domain was e-services with access and use as the most
common unit of analysis. The most frequently
researched groups are based on classical sociodemographic variables such as economy, level of
education, age and gender and that this categorization
was rarely broken down for further analysis such as
groups within groups nor were any new groups, such as
migrants, included. We also found that the vast majority
of the papers discussed services in use, not forwardlooking towards what could, or should, be the case. We
conclude this paper by suggesting the following future
directions for research on diversity: define citizen
diversity; focus underrepresented user groups; further
the granularity in classical sociodemographic variables;
identify groups within groups; target policies and policy
implementation; and change focus from use to
development.
As the main contribution of this study, we suggest
the following agenda for future research:

1. Define diversity in the eGovernment field.

5. Discussion
The results of our literature review revealed that
research on diversity, and which groups that are at risk
of having a disadvantage, is based on classical sociodemographic variables such as economy, level of
education, age and gender. Within these groups no
further distinction is made apart from notable exceptions
from Macdonald and Clayton [35] and Silva, Matos and
Martinez-Pecino [13], who added further granularity to
the analysis by investigating sociodemographic
variables such as gender and income for the two groups
elderly and disabled. This means that important aspects
of intersectionality are to a big part ignored [47]. The
second most common category here was the nonspecified group (16 papers) or the somewhat vague
group referred to as the ‘digitally excluded’ (8 papers).
The most common application domain was, not
surprisingly, the general ‘e-services’ (23 papers),
followed by a category of paper discussing general use
of IS (16 papers) and political participation (12 papers).
What is measured in the papers (unit of analysis) is

2.

As discussed in the Introduction there is no
clear and agreed upon definition of what
citizen diversity in eGovernment is. In the
method section we also discussed how using
‘diversity’ as a keyword generated a large
amount of papers that dealt with many aspects
that were no way near our intentions in with
this paper. As our first suggestion for future
research we therefore call attention to the
necessity for researchers to generate a shared
understanding of how citizen diversity should
be defined in the field of eGovernment. We
suggest that this could be done by dedicating a
conference-track or special issue in a journal
for this purpose.
More focus on underrepresented user
groups. Our results showed that several groups
of
people
are
underrepresented
in
eGovernment research on diversity. One
apparent excluded group in the literature is
migrants who was only focused in one of the
papers [45]. Considering the increased flow of
migrants, as well as the vulnerability of this
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group, more research is needed on how
eGovernment services, can, and should, be
designed in order to involve and benefit these
diverse needs. Thus, researchers, in their
surveys and other data collection methods,
need to also include citizens that do not
officially reside in the country under
investigation. Other groups that we would also
like to see included in future data collections
are e.g., indigenous minorities, the LGBTQ
community, religious and political minorities.
3.

4.

Further the granularity of the classical
socio-demographic variables. Our results
showed that the vast amount of research on
citizen diversity related to classical sociodemographic groups such as economy or age
(see Table 3). Whereas these categorizations
have proven to be important predictors of use,
we believe that much knowledge about citizen
diversity can be gained by adding a further
level of analysis within each group by
combining categories or by adding further subcategories to each category. E.g., following the
example of [35] who investigated access and
use of the disabled, they then added a further
dimension to the analysis by investigating the
sociodemographic variables gender (also with
recognition of alternative gender identities),
level of education and income within this
group. Researchers also need to embody the
idea of intersectionality and how different
forms of discrimination and exclusion is
related to each other [47]. This is vital in order
to avoid reductionist studies relying on the
assumption of variables as being separate.
Identifying citizen groups within groups. On
a similar note as point 3 above, on furthering
the analysis of groups within groups, we also
find a need for researchers to further
problematize the classical socio-demographic
measures used. If we go back to the papers
presented in Table 3 - for instance, if we look
at the paper discussing that citizens with a
lower socioeconomic status use governmental
services to a lesser degree [42] - is there a
difference between the level of income these
citizens have or which education they are
missing? If immigrants are to be researched –
are their differences between which country
the citizen has immigrated from? In the paper
showing that gender, as in being a man or a
woman, did not affect access to and use of
eGovernment services [e.g., 20] – what would

happen if other genders than man/woman were
included in the analysis?
We call for
researchers, their models and methods, to be
more informed and inclusive of e.g., transgendered citizens. From the researched papers
there were no reporting of any of these
suggested problematizations.
5.

More research on policy implementation
and practice. Whereas research papers on
policies for diversity were quite few - only 7
papers in our study [e.g., 31, 32, 33] concerned
policies - we found the few that did so to be
highly relevant for making an impact on
practice. Not only would we propose that more
research is conducted at policy level, but also
that when researchers are focusing policies,
they make sure that they address how these
policies are implemented in practice. One such
study on policies [48] showed that whereas the
existence of an accessibility policy did make
people more sensitive towards disadvantaged
populations, this awareness did not lead to any
larger practical changes in the municipalities.
For us to know this we need to track policies
from the making to implementation.

6.

Changing focus from use to development for
diversity: As shown in Table 4, the majority of
the papers (40) focuses on individuals’ use of
technology, services and various platforms.
Less attention (16 papers) is paid to how we
should design services to support individuals
with different needs, backgrounds or cultures
[e.g., 33, 38, 39]. As demonstrated by the vast
number of papers on the topic (40 out of 55 in
this study), we argue that we have a solid
knowledge-base on the effects of technology in
use in relation to diversity that we can build on,
and that we need to change the focus to how we
can, and should, design services to support
those with different needs and prerequisites.
This is indeed important when looking to the
ongoing trends of automation in the public
sector, as partially or fully automated services
that rely on problematic assumptions of who
the user is can result in anything from
inconveniences to incorrect decisions. We
argue that participatory approaches using e, g.,
action research or design science would benefit
such approaches as it leaves room for including
the excluded in the research and furthermore in
the design of services, which could lead to
benefits such as personalized services, more
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innovative solutions and development of
services that users see value in [39].

[7]

6. Conclusion
This study set out to describe how diversity among
citizens is addressed in eGovernment research. First of
all, our investigation into the topic showed that there is
no common understanding of the concept ‘diversity’ in
our field, so we call attention to the necessity of
generating a shared understanding of diversity in
eGovernment. Our results showed that the most
common application domain was e-services with access
and use as the most common unit of analysis. The most
frequently researched groups are based on classical
socio-demographic variables such as economy, level of
education, age and gender and that this categorization
was rarely broken down for further analysis such as
groups within groups nor were any new groups, such as
migrants, included. We also found that the vast majority
of the papers discussed services in use, not forwardlooking towards what could, or should, be the case. The
paper concluded by suggesting 6 needs for future
research: conceptual clarity of the concept ‘diversity’;
focus underrepresented user groups; further the
granularity in classical sociodemographic variables;
identify groups within groups; target policies and policy
implementation; and change focus from use to
development.
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